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When they were only a short distance from the front of Bartholomew's home, 

Harry heard a voice say, "Police." \\Th_en Ha..rry tu .... rned arou..11.d, :Respondent A .. tkins was 
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standing right in front of him. Harry's hands were at his side and he did not raise his 

hands towards Respondent Atkins. Respondent Akins touched Harry's waist with his 

hands and then patted the outside of Harry's body from his chest area to his waist area 

with open palms. Harry asked Respondent Atkins, "Who are you? What are you doing?" 

Respondent Atkins told him "Shut the fuck up." Harry repeated his two questions. 

Respondent Atkins slapped his face and again told him, "Shut the fuck up." Respondent 

Atkins then tried to hit him on his mouth. Harry testified, "Next thing I know, he's 

punching and he's kicking, but 'cause he's short, he's using his knees. So I keep going 

back, you know, because it's the force he's acting with, I have no choice but to go back 

because he's using the force, he using his knees, he's punching into my stomach using his 

knees." Harry testified that he was up against a fence with his back against the fence. 

Respondent Atkins put his hands under Harry's chin causing the back of Harry's head to 

hit the wall. Harry heard Respondent Atkins say, "Motherfucker, I shoot you. I have two 

guns and the other one is yours." 

Harry heard his mother's voice screaming, "What are you doing to my son? What 

happened?" Respondent Atkins put back his gun on Respondent Atkins' side and said, 

"Don't move." Respondent Atkins then went over to where Harry's mother was 

standing. When Respondent Atkins came back to Harry, he told Harry to turn around and 

put his hands behind his back. Harry asked why he was being handcuffed but complied. 

Respondent Atkins took Harry's bag containing his tools and started pushing his hands 

into Harry's pocket. Harry was placed inside a car. When Harry appeared before a judge, 
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the charges against him were dismissed and sealed. Harry has filed a civil law suit 

regarding t.his incident that is still pending. 
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On cross-examination, Harry recalled filing a complaint with CCRB via telephone 

a couple of days after this incident took place. Harry went down to CCRB a week or so 

after the telephone interview to give a statement. Harry agreed that his conversation with 

Bartholomew, the exchange of the cigarette, and the start of them walking together all 

took place in "a couple of seconds." Harry confirmed that he has been stopped 

previously by police but not in the same area that he was stopped on February 26, 2012. 

Harry confirmed that when Respondent Atkins stopped him he had his bag in his hand 

which contained a taping knife and a caulking gun. Harry testified that when he heard 

"police" and turned around, Respondent Atkins touched his waist before Harry had said 

anything to Respondent Atkins. 

Harry was confronted with a statement he made to a CCRB investigator during a 

tape-recorded telephone interview on February 29, 2012, during which he stated that he 

had told the approaching officers, "I'm going home. I live right down there because it's 

two houses away from - I'm going home. I said, 'What's the problem?' I said, 'You tell 

me you're the police and you don't show no badge or nothing.' I said, 'What's the 

problem' you know? 'Why you stop us?'" When Harry was asked ifhe had said that to 

CCRB about the incident, Harry testified that he had no recollection of having made that 

statement and that perhaps he had not understood what they were asking him on the 

phone. Harry testified that he did not say anything to Respondent Atkins until after 

Respondent Atkins starting patting his waist area and that he had then asked him "Who 

are you? What are you doing?" When Harry was asked ifhe had told CCRB that the 
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going to buy some cigarettes. Harry said, "I got some." Harry pulled out a pack and 

handed it to Bartholomew. Bartholomew took two cigarettes out of the pack. 

Bartholomew lit one cigarette and put the other one in his shirt pocket. He handed the 

pack back to Harry and they turned around and started walking together back up the 

block toward Bartholomew's house. 

As they reached the front of his house, he saw two plain clothed police officers 

jump out ofa car and say, "Don't move." Bartholomew stopped walking. The taller of 

the two officers approached Bartholomew and the shorter one approached Harry. 

Bartholomew put his hands up, palms out and asked, "What's the problem?" The taller 
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officer asked him where the drugs were. Bartholomew told him that he did not sell drugs. 

The officer started searching him. The officer took keys from his pocket and patted him 

down using his hands. Bartholomew heard Harry asking the shorter officer why he was 

harassing him since he did not sell drugs and he did not have gun. The shorter officer 

then hit Harry on his face and slammed him against a fence. Harry was then placed in 

handcuffs and arrested. 

On cross-examination, Bartholomew confirmed that when he and Harry happened 

to meet that day they were walking in opposite directions. He agreed that their 

conversation took about a minute. Bartholomew did not see the shorter officer pull out a 

gun or threaten to shoot Harry. Bartholomew did see the shorter officer search Harry's 

pockets and take out all his belongs after Harry was handcuffed. Harry was crying. 

Harry's mother asked the officers, "Why you hitting my son? Why you locking him up?" 

After Harry was handcuffed, he was placed inside the officers' car. 
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Respondents' Case 

Respondent Cox and Respondent Atkins each testified in his own behalf. 

Respondent Cox 

Respondent Cox, who is a 13-year member of the Department, recalled that on 

February 26, 2012, he observed a man, whose last name he later learned was Harry, pass 

an object to another man, whose last name he later learned was Bartholomew. He could 

not tell what the object was. Respondent Cox told Respondent Akins that he believed 

that he had just seen a hand-to-hand drug transaction taking place. Respondent Akins 

stopped their vehicle. Respondent Cox got out first, approached the two men and 

announced that he was a police officer. Respondent Cox stated that his intention was to 

question the two men in order to find out what they had passed betweenthem. 

Respondent Akins quickly joined him on the sidewalk. Respondent Cox did not put his 

hands on Bartholomew. 
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As Respondent Cox started to ask Bartholomew what had been exchanged, he 

heard a commotion behind him. He turned around and saw that Respondent Atkins and 

Harry were engaged in a struggle. Harry was pulling away from Respondent Atkins who 

was telling Harry to give him his hands. Harry was loudly demanding to know, "Why 

you stopping me? Why the fuck are you stopping me?" Respondent Cox then helped 

Respondent Atkins get control of Harry by grabbing one of Harry's arms as Respondent 

Atkins grabbed Harry's other arm. Respondent Cox handcuffed Harry. Up to that point, 

Respondent Cox had not seen Respondent Atkins pat down or frisk Harry. Respondent 

Cox saw that about six or more people had gathered behind them. Respondent Cox heard 
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some of them saying, "What a.re you doing? Why [are] you locking him up?" At that 

point, Respondents decided to remove Harry from t 1-ie scene. 
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On cross examination, Respondent Cox testified that even though it was dark out 

when he observed the exchange between Harry and Bartholomew, lighting from nearby 

stores and streetlights illuminated the scene. Respondent Cox agreed that he would not 

stop someone on the street merely because the person was present at a drug-prone 

location. Respondent Cox confrmed that after the exchange, Harry and Bartholomew 

did not go their separate ways but instead turned around and began walking together. 

Respondent Cox asserted that the manner in which the object had been exchanged had 

also aroused his suspicion that this was possibly a drug sale. Respondent Cox agreed that 

at the point when he approached Harry and Bartholomew, they were not free to leave. He 

did not see Harry holding anything. Respondent Cox did not hear Respondent Atkins tell 

Harry to put down a knife. Respondent Cox did not see Harry with a imife in his hand, 

only a plastic bag, 

On redirect examination, Respondent Cox testified that he has conducted over one 

hundred narcotics observations and that his suspicion that this was a drug sale had been 

aroused by the fact that Harry and Bartholomew had approached each other from separate 

directions; by the fact that he did not see them shake hands or high five each other; and 

by the fact that numerous drug transactions have taken place at the location where they 

met. Respondent Cox indicated that these factors entered into his decision to stop and 

question Harry and Bartholomew and to ascertain what had been passed between them, 

but he was unable to finish questioning Bartholomew because of the commotion that took 

place between Harry and Respondent Atkins. He further added that the parties in a drug 
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an object wrapped in a white plastic bag and also a "five or six inch putty knife." When 

Respondent i\. .. tkins put his hands on Harry's torso as Ha.rry tried to push past Pim, Ha..tT)' 

raised his hand and at that point Respondent Atkins first noticed the putty knife. 

Respondent Atkins stated that the putty knife was near his face so he pulled himself back 

a little bit and he pushed Harry backwards and told him, "Hold on one second. Can you 

drop that, please if you don't mind?" Respondent Atkins testified that'he was startled 

because he did not realize that Harry had a putty knife. Respondent Atkins recognized it 

as a putty knife that is used for taping with a blade that is sharp enough that it can cut 

something or someone. 

Respondent Atkins testified that he asked Harry to put the objects he had in his 

hand on the ground because he was concerned that the knife could be used against him or 

his partner. Up to that point, Respondent Atkins had not patted down Harry. Harry told 

Respondent Atkins, "I'm going to my fucking house." Respondent Atkins testified that 

as Harry said that, Harry tried to walk past Respondent Atkins in a manner that was 

almost as if Harry was trying to walk through him. At that point, Respondent Atkins put 

his hand in front of Harry and told Harry to hold on because he needed to talk to him for 

a minute. Respondent Atkins also told him that ifhe calmed down he would be going 

about his business in a minute. Respondent Atkins denied that he touched Harry's 

pockets or Harry's waistband or any part of Harry's clothing at that point. 

Respondent Atkins told Harry to put down the putty knife more than once. 

Because Harry refused and proceeded to come at Respondent Atkins while holding the 

putty knife up, Respondent Atkins used an open palm to tap Harry's upper chest hitting 
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him under his chin and pushing him back into the fence line. Respondent Atkins then 

disarmed Harry and the objects that Ha..-rry held ,vere k..11ocked dov.rn. to the ground. 
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Respondent Atkins noticed that eight to ten civilians had gathered and were 

starting to make comments about them stopping Harry. Respondent Atkins made a 

decision to place Harry under arrest. Harry came at Respondent Atkins a second time 

and Respondent Atkins pushed Harry back. Harry went at Respondent Atkins a third 

time and so Respondent Atkins placed Harry under arrest. Respondent Atkins testified 

that he wanted to at least get Harry in handcuffs and get him out of the area. RespondenJ 

Atkins was thinking of charging Harry with Disorderly Conduct. Respondent Atkins 

searched Harry only after he was placed in handcuffs. 

On cross-examination, Respondent Atkins confirmed that he did not personally 

see any exchange between Harry and Bartholomew but since Respondent Cox had told 

him that he had seen something pass between the two men, he wanted to stop the two 

men. Respondent Atkins testified that at the point in time when he and Respondent Cox 

approached the two men, the men were free to leave. However, Respondent Atkins then 

stated that they would be free to leave "if they didn't have anything on them. If there was 

no product found, they were free to leave, yes." When Respondent Atkins was asked, 

"Basically, they weren't free to leave until they can prove to you that they didn't have 

drugs on them?" Respondent Atkins answered, "Yes, sir." When Respondent Atkins 

was then asked, "When you first got out of the car, it's fair to say they weren't free to 

leave?" Respondent Atkins answered, "Yes, sir." 

Respondent Atkins testified that the reason he wanted Harry to open up his hand 

was because he was conducting an investigation to see if a drug sale had taken place and 
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Respondent Atkins wanted to see if Harry had drugs in his hand. Respondent Atkins 

requested t.hat Ha rry open his hand several times. 
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As soon as Respondent Atkins got out of the car and approached him, Harry 

started screaming. Respondent Atkins agreed Harry's behavior was irate. At some point, 

Respondent Atkins noticed that Harry had something in his other hand and that is when 

he realized that it was a putty knife. Respondent Atkins asserted that Harry had stepped 

toward him and that he had stepped back because he had noticed there was a putty knife 

near his face. Respondent Atkins asked Harry to put the knife down. 

Respondent Atkins testified that the putty knife could have been used as a weapon 

but that he did not necessarily think he was under attack because Harry did not lunge at 

him. Respondent Atkins admitted that in his memo book entry he wrote that he had 

defended himself against Harry's attack. 

Respondent Atkins asserted that Harry was intoxicated during their encounter but 

he acknowledged that on the online arrest form under the section denoting the arrestee's 

physical condition the words "apparently normal" are entered. Harry was removed from 

the scene right away because a group of people gathered and some of those people 

included Harry's family members. Respondent Atkins testified that he did not recover 

the putty knife that he said was used against him. He did agree that the knife could have 

been used as evidence. Respondent Atkins admitted that he did not find any drugs on 

Harry after he was arrested. Respondent Atkins did not call for 10-85 for assistance and 

never called for additional units to the location. Respondent Atkins charged Harry with 

disorderly conduct and obstruction of governmental administration. 
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walking in opposite directions, when they came together, Harry removed a cigarette pack 

from l1is pocket a..11d ha11ded it to Bar+..holomev-1, that he took t\vo cigarettes out of the 

pack, put one into his shirt pocket and then handed the pack back to Harry. Also, Harry 

confirmed that his conversation with Bartholomew, the cigarette exchange, and the point 

in time when they started walking away together down the street all took place very 

quickly, a signature marker of a street drug transaction since any post-exchange lingering 

by the seller or the buyer could result in police detection. 

Bartholomew also testified that after this hand-to-hand exchange took place, since 

he no longer needed to go to the store he had been walking toward, he reversed direction 

and started walking with Harry in the opposite direction from where he had been 

originally headed. Respondent Cox offered undisputed testimony, based on his 

experience in conducting numerous surveillances of drug transactions, that after a drug 

sale has taken place the buyer and seller sometimes walk away together so as not to 

arouse police suspicion. 

When Bartholomew's reversal of direction is viewed in combination with the 

brief conversation and hand-to-hand exchange which took place between Harry and 

Bartholomew in an area known for drug transactions, I find that Respondent Cox had 

sufficient reasonable suspicion to stop and question both Harry and Bartholomew 

because their actions were consistent with the actions of two men who had just engaged 

in a drug transaction. 

Since the Administrative Prosecutor failed to meet his burden of proving that 

Respondent Cox abused his authority by stopping Harry and Bartholomew without 

sufficient legal authority, Respondent Cox is found Not Guilty. 
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nisciplin�rv Case No. 2013-9656 

It is charged that Respondent Atkins abused his authority in that he "searched" 

Harry without sufficient legal authority. 
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The Administrative Prosecutor's argument that Respondent Atkins "searched" Harry by 

directing Harry to open his closed hand 

The charge cites to Patrol Guide Procedure 212-11 "Stop and Frisk." Since this 

Patrol Guide Procedure defines "search" as "to place hands inside pocket or other interior 

parts of clothing to determine if object felt is a weapon,"3 Respondent Atkins had the 

right to assume that the only searching action he was being accused of engaging in 

consisted of placing his hands inside Harry's pockets or other interior parts of Harry's 

clothing. However, in his opening statement and in his closing sununation the 

Administrative Prosecutor argued that Respondent Atkins' should be found guilty of 

having "searched" Harry because he directed Harry to open his closed hand. The 

Administrative Prosecutor argued that Respondent Atkins' action of requesting that Harry 

open his hand and show what was in his hand "was in effect a search" and that it was "the 

same as if he had asked Bernard Harry to empty his pockets, or if he had asked him to 

open his bag and empty his bag." 

The Administrative Prosecutor did not provide Respondent Atkins with a Bill of 

Particulars to place Respondent Atkins on notice that it was CCRB' s contention that the 

term "search" in the charge included an action by Respondent Atkins that is not 

3 
Patrol Guide Procedure No. 212-11, DEFINITIONS. 
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mentioned in the definition of "search" that is contained in the Patrol Guide Procedure 

that the Aclministrative Prosecutor cited to. 
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However, I need not determine whether the Administrative Prosecutor's failure to 

provide Respondent Atkins with such notice constitutes a violation of Respondent 

Atkins' due process right to notice which is sufficiently specific to allow for the 

preparation of an adequate defense,4 because I reject the Administrative Prosecutor'� 

position. 

It is not disputed that when Respondent Atkins approached Harry, one of Harry's 

hands was closed. Respondent Atkins testified that it appeared to him that Harry was 

cupping something in l;:ris closed hand and so he asked Harry to open his hand and show 

him what was in his hand, which Harry did. 

I cannot subscribe to the Administrative Prosecutor's position that this verbal 

request constituted misconduct. Street stops are inherently fraught with potential danger 

and a UMOS conducting ·a street stop which entails standing directly in front of a suspect 

without benefit of any cover has the right to take reasonable precautions to insure his and 

his partner's safety. 

Thus, although the Administrative Prosecutor cited an appellate decision which 

suppressed evidence which was discovered in a suspect's hand after a UMOS ordered the 

suspect to open his hand, I find that Respondent Atkins' minimally intrusive action of 

requesting that Harry open his hand so that he could see what he was holding does not 

rise to the level of actionable misconduct. 

4 See Wolfe v. Kelly, 79 AD3d 406, 911 NYS2d 362, App. Div. LEXIS 8957 (1" Dept 2010) and the cases 
cited therein. 
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Respondent Atkins' testimonial admissions 
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Notwt..hsta..riding the above w�lysis, I find th.at Respondent _.t\tlcit1s searched Ha..11"y 

without sufficient legal authority based on Respondent Atkins' testimony at this trial. 

Respondent Atkins initially testified that at the point in time. when he and 

Respondent Cox approached Harry and Bartholomew, the men were free to leave. 

However, Respondent Atkins later admitted that when Harry attempted to walk past him, 

he placed his hands on Harry's torso and told Harry to hold on one second and let him 

finish his investigation and then he would be free to leave. A person who has been 

stopped by a police officer need not respond to questions and if the person attempts to 

leave, the officer may not, absent probable cause, seize or search the person.5 Since 

Respondent Atkins confirmed that he did not personally see anything exchanged between 

Harry and Bartholomew and since he testified that Respondent Cox had only told him 

that he had seen some object pass between the two men but he did not know what had 

been passed, Respondent Atkins did not have probable cause and he had no legal basis to 

do anything more than to stop and question Harry. 

Most significantly, on cross-examination Respondent Atkins further qualified his 

initial testimony by stating that Harry and Bartholomew would be free to leave "if they 

didn't have anything on them. If there was no product found, they were free to leave, 

yes." Respondent Atkins was then asked, "Basically, they weren't free to leave until they 

can prove to you that they didn't have drugs on them?" Respondent Atkins answered, 

"Yes, sir." Since the only way that Respondent Atkins could be certain that Harry did not 

have any drugs on him was to search Harry's pockets, I find that Respondent Atkins did 

so. 

5 
People v. Howard, 50 NY2d 583, 430 NYS2d 578 (1980). 
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Based on Respondent Atkins' above-cited testimony, I reject Respondent Atkins' 

assertion t_hat he did not handcuff Harry in order to search him but because he truly 

believed that Harry had committed Disorderly Conduct. I also reject Respondent Atkins' 

testimonial claim that Harry's putty knife, which Respondent Atkins did not bother to 

recover, posed a danger to him and his partner. Respondent Atkins' testimony regarding 

these two matters appears contrived to justify his own improper action of searching 

Harry. Therefore, I find that Respondent abused his authority by searchlng Harry without 

having a sufficient legal basis to do so. 

Based on the above, Respondent Atkins is found Guilty. 

PENALTY 

In order to determine an appropriate penalty, Respondent Atkins's service record 

was examined. See ].fatter of Pell v. Board of Education, 34 NY 2d 222 (1974). 

Respondent Atkins was appointed to the Department on March 1, 2000. Information 

from his personnel record that was considered in making this penalty recommendation is 

contained in an attached confidential memorandum. 

Respondent Atkins has been found Guilty of abusing his authority by searching a 

civilian without sufficient legal authority. The Administrative Prosecutor recommended 

that Respondent Atkins forfeit 15 vacation days as a penalty. 

In determining a penalty recommendation I have taken into consideration that 

Respondent Atkins is 14-year member who has no prior formal disciplinary record; 

consistently excellent performance evaluations; a highly impressive Department 








